Making matters worse for a broken heart
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Familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (FHC) is an autosomal-dominant inherited disease characterized by increased cardiac mass, arrhythmias, and sudden death. It has been estimated that as many as 1 in 500 people carry a mutation in a sarcomeric protein gene that can result in FHC (1). Myofilaments containing mutant sarcomeric proteins have been shown to exhibit alterations in calcium sensitivity, myofilament velocity, myosin ATPase activity, and maximum force development (reviewed in ref. 2). However, it remains unclear how these changes in the contractile apparatus translate to hypertrophy and reprogramming of cardiac gene expression.

There have been numerous attempts to model human sarcomeric mutations in animals (3), using either transgenesis to misexpress mutant proteins or gene replacement to introduce mutations into the mouse genome to mimic specific human mutations. The first example of the latter approach involved the introduction of a glutamine for arginine change at codon 403 of α-myosin heavy chain (αMHC), which is analogous to an especially severe FHC mutation in the human βMHC gene (4). In humans, there is a switch from expression of α- to βMHC after birth, such that βMHC becomes the predominant MHC isoform expressed in the adult heart. In mice, these isoforms are regulated oppositely, with αMHC being the major adult isoform (5), which is why the mouse mutation was introduced into the αMHC gene.

Amino acid 403 is contained in the MHC head and lies within the actin-binding region. In vitro studies indicate that the R403Q mutation impairs the myosin-actin interaction (6), leading to a hypocontractile state which, in turn, may trigger compensatory cardiac hypertrophy. However, in contrast to the severity of the corresponding human βMHC mutation, the mouse αMHC mutation results in an extremely mild hypertrophic response without associated lethality.

Calcium signaling and sarcomere mutations

Recent attention has focused on the possibility that the calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein phosphatase calcineurin transduces hypertrophic signals from the sarcomere, a notion supported by several lines of evidence. First, activated calcineurin expressed under control of the αMHC promoter can evoke a profound hypertrophic response in vivo, as well as in cultured primary cardiomyocytes (7). Second, the calcineurin inhibitors cyclosporin A (CsA) and FK506 can block cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and can rescue several rodent models of this disorder, including mice with sarcomeric dysfunctions (12) induced hypertrophy, as well as in failing human hearts (13).

In an article in the previous issue of the JCI, Fatkin et al. (14) treated mice heterozygous for the αMHC403Q mutation with CsA and FK506. Remarkably, both agents severely exacerbated the cardiac disease in these animals, as indicated by a more than 50% increase in ventricular wall thickness, enhanced myofibrillar disarray, and reduced survival. Treatment of these mice with the potassium channel opener minoxidil, a drug that has been shown to induce cardiac hypertrophy in rodents despite its antihypertensive properties (15), also caused an exaggerated hypertrophic response. Pretreatment with the calcium channel blocker diltiazem, a drug frequently used for treatment of FHC patients, prevented the hypertrophic effects of minoxidil and calcineurin inhibitors. The drug-induced hypertrophic response in αMHC403Q/− mice appeared to reflect an intrinsic property of cardiomyocytes, rather than a secondary response of the heart to hemodynamic alterations, although in the case of minoxidil it would be interesting to know how plasma catecholamine levels were affected, considering that increased adrenergic tone has been postulated to be responsible for minoxidil-induced cardiac hypertrophy (16).

Since calcium/calmodulin-dependent signaling has been shown to play a critical role in cardiac hypertrophy (reviewed in ref. 17), Fatkin et al. (14) examined whether alterations in calcium metabolism could account for the hypersensitivity of αMHC403Q/− cardiomyocytes to CsA and minoxidil. As reported previously (18), CsA raised diastolic calcium concentrations significantly in wild-type cardiomyocytes, but Fatkin et al. show that αMHC403Q/− cardiomyocytes show no such change.
Similarly, minoxidil raised the calcium concentration in wild-type but not mutant cardiomyocytes. Conversely, blockade of L-type calcium channels by diltiazem abrogated the CsA-induced increase in diastolic calcium in wild-type cardiomyocytes.

The results of this paper (14) are striking and raise several interesting questions. Paramount among them are the mechanism underlying the severe hypertrophic response and the targets for the CsA and minoxidil effect in mutant myocytes. CsA and FK506 are exquisitely specific pharmacologic agents that associate with the binding proteins cyclophilin and FKBP12, respectively. Most of the actions of these drugs are thought to be mediated by calcineurin inhibition, suggesting that calcineurin is the primary target for their effects on the heart. Since increased calcineurin activity in transgenic mouse hearts results in massive cardiac hypertrophy (7), it seems counterintuitive that calcineurin blockers can actually provoke hypertrophy. Calcineurin activity was not measured in this study, leaving open questions as to how it might be affected in αMHC403/+ cardiomyocytes, but raising the possibility that calcineurin expression or activity is upregulated as a compensatory response in αMHC403/+ mice. It also remains unclear whether calcineurin activity is affected by minoxidil, which apparently had the same effect as CsA, even though as a potassium channel opener it belongs to a different class of drugs.

The effects of CsA on calcium transients and diastolic calcium concentrations in wild-type cardiomyocytes and cardiac muscle preparations (18–20) may best be explained by calcium leakage through channels such as the ryanodine receptor or the IP3 receptor. In this regard, calcineurin associates with calcium release channels and modulates their activity (21). It has also been demonstrated that CsA can block calcineurin-mediated inhibition of the L-type calcium channel (22), suggesting a mechanism whereby CsA might elevate intracellular calcium.

**Some open questions**

How is calcium metabolism altered in αMHC403/+ cardiomyocytes, and why do mutant cells fail to respond to CsA treatment with an increase in calcium concentration? One possible explanation would be that the intracellular calcium stores are chronically calcium-depleted, so that any stimulus for increased calcium release is ineffective. In fact, it has been shown that muscle strips from αMHC403/+ mice exhibit a higher calcium mobilization to generate the same level of force as wild-type controls (23). For this reason, calcium release may already be enhanced, thus helping to deplete intracellular calcium stores. Whether the paradoxical hypertrophic response of αMHC403/+ cardiomyocytes to CsA is related to this altered calcium responsiveness remains to be determined.

The results of this study (14) underscore the complexity of calcium signaling in cardiomyocytes and illustrate the gaps in our knowledge of the mechanisms responsible for cardiac dysfunction in response to contractile abnormalities. However, for several reasons, the behavior of αMHC403/+ cardiomyocytes cannot necessarily be extrapolated to that of other sarcomeric mutations, particularly in humans. First, even though this mouse model resembles the human βMHC mutation, the phenotype in mice is significantly different with respect to the extent of cardiac hypertrophy and associated lethality. Second, different sarcomeric mutations even within the same protein can affect myofilament calcium sensitivity in opposite directions (2), suggesting that treatment with drugs that modify the intracellular calcium metabolism may not necessarily have beneficial effects in all cases. Furthermore, given the ability of CsA to rescue the phenotype of tropomodulin and myosin light chain-2v transgenic mice (8), alterations of the sarcomere seem to induce cardiomyopathy via disparate mechanisms, which may preclude a generalized approach to treatment, at least using therapies directed at an upstream regulator of hypertrophic signaling. Third, the established benefits of calcium channel blockade in FHC patients may not be due to direct effects on intracellular calcium metabolism, but rather may be mediated indirectly by improved hemodynamics and myocardial oxygen supply. Finally, the profound physiologic differences between hearts of humans and of mice, as highlighted by the tenfold difference in resting heart rate, point to the inevitable species differences in cardiac handling.

The deleterious effects of calcineurin inhibition in αMHC403/+ mice are unanticipated, in light of the ability of CsA to prevent cardiac hypertrophy and improve cardiac function in other rodent models of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Whether these findings reflect an oddity of the αMHC403/+ phenotype or a more generalized feature of the hypertrophic response remains to be determined. Nevertheless, the work by Fatkin et al. (14) makes it clear that it is premature to initiate treatment of FHC patients with calcineurin inhibitors until many questions about the mechanisms that link cardiac contractility with the hypertrophic growth response are answered. In the future, it will be especially interesting to further define the molecular response to CsA and minoxidil in αMHC403/+ myocytes. It will also be of interest to determine whether the functions or expression of other critical regulators of calcium homeostasis, such as calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase, sarcoplasmic calcium ATPase, phospholamban, or the sodium/calcium exchanger, are affected by these drugs. The role of calcineurin signaling in other forms of FHC and the potential involvement of other mediators, such as mitogen-activated protein kinases, adrenergic signaling, and proapoptotic pathways, in the development of FHC also need further investigation. Until these issues are addressed, we should keep in mind the paramount principle in the treatment of any disease: “First, do no harm.”